Second lumbrical-interossei nerve test predicts clinical severity and surgical outcome of carpal tunnel syndrome.
The purpose of this study was to examine the utility of the second lumbrical-interossei nerve (2L-IN) test in the diagnosis of carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS). We examined 65 patients with suspected unilateral CTS using the 2L-IN test, in addition to the standard electrophysiological test. The operative cases were divided into three classes of severity based on Padua's neurophysiological classification: extreme CTS (absence of median motor and sensory response); severe CTS (absence of sensory response, abnormal distal motor latency [DML]); and moderate CTS (abnormal sensory nerve conduction velocity, abnormal DML). With the 2L-IN test, the extreme CTS group could be further subdivided into extreme CTS-A (both abductor pollicis brevis [APB]- compound muscle action potential [CMAP] and 2L-CMAP not recordable) and extreme CTS-B (2L-CMAP recordable, APB-CMAP not recordable). Patients with extreme CTS and severe CTS were older, had chronic symptoms, and poorer outcome compared with the moderate CTS patients. Patients of the moderate CTS group were almost all satisfied with the results of surgery. The electrodiagnostic severity correlated with the clinical outcome. Severe strangulation of the thenar muscle branch was identified in patients in the extreme CTS-B group, requiring decompression of the thenar muscle branch rather than conventional simple transverse ligament detachment.